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Demystifying angel investing across ecosystems

The AUDACIOUS ANGELS SUMMIT 2023 connects aspiring and experienced angel
investors from around the world to demystify angel investing and supercharge
the next generation of diverse angel investors. Join us online for a truly global
Summit spotlighting angel investing across ecosystems.

Investing to change the world

This Summit convenes and connects aspiring and experienced angel investors
across all regions for energizing panel discussions, deep-dive fireside chats, and
interactive peer learning sessions. The action-packed program is powered by
regional angel investing networks spearheading greater diversity in startup
investing. The Summit offers a unique opportunity to connect with and get
inspired by audacious angels across the Americas, Africa, Europe and Asia-Pacific
investing towards the change they want to see in the world.

This Summit aims to demystify angel investing in order to break down the barriers
to entry and inspire greater diversity in early stage investing. The practitioner-
driven sessions will place a spotlight on key trends and innovation in angel investing
around the world and ignite action for greater impact creation.
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The way we allocate capital and invest shapes the world we live in. Early stage
investors play a key role in deciding who gets the chance to drive change, which
problems get solved and which ideas remain unexplored.

Only 2% of venture capital goes to female founders and early stage funding for
other underrepresented founders is similarly low. This is no surprise: Globally, less
than 1.3% of the trillions of financial assets are managed by women and people of
color. The case for greater diversity among investors couldn’t be more evident.

Angel investors play a pivotal role in the early, most risky phase of a startup,
providing much needed seed capital and expertise. Angel investors are the
dynamos of local startup ecosystems and we want more of them – everywhere!

The Audacious Angels Summit brings together angel investors - both newcomers
and pros - from all over the world for an action-driven peer learning and
networking experience.

Accelerating the
next generation
of diverse angel investors



"The summit brought together an incredible line up of speakers that covered everything
you needed to know about angel investing whether you were new to angel investing or
a seasoned investor. I really enjoyed hearing the first hand experiences of both angels

and investee companies and I’m excited for the next edition.".
"

-  AyshaTegally, Angel Investor & Founder, Future Females Invest,  
   2022 Audacious Angels Summit Speaker & Participant

Building on the success of
the 2022 Summit

150+ 
participants

50+ 
countries

100+ 
connections

made

It's said that a small group of committed people has been the only thing that
historically has changed the world. And what I've realized is that it takes community
to get to where we want to go - whether that's backing the right startups, pushing

for social change or disrupting the financial sector. That's why the Audacious Angels
Fellowship has been so nurturing, so powerful and so beneficial in truly creating a

community of shared learning across the globe of women angels."
 

-  Tara Sabre Collier, Angel Investor, Elinor Ventures & 
2022 Summit Speaker & Audacious Angels Fellow 

Meet A Role Model – learn from experienced angel investors

Solutions Salon - hands-on advice for your challenges

Drive Impact - insights on key impact and gender-smart investing trends

Collaborative Investment Avenues - connect on innovative angel investing approaches and

learn from real-deal case studies

Audacious Angels Fellowship - 
A year-round program accompanying our annual Summit

Accelerating the next generation of diverse angel investors
Peer learning     |      Networking      |      Co-investing

We demystify angel investing in a year-round program with regular online live sessions:

Apply here: https://www.jellycorn.io/angel-fellows



What our participants say

I got to learn about how different angel investors across the world are becoming
the first supporters of innovative startups that will shape our future. From Asia
to the Middle East to Africa, I gained knowledge of different models and
ecosystems that I usually don’t get to hear about as much in mainstream
media. If you want to build a global network and knowledge of angel investing,
the Audacious Angels community is the place to start!"

- Natalie Au, Obama Leader Asia-Pacific, Senior Associate, Gender Platform, AVPN

The summit was a truly global event which
allowed me to interact with key players from
across the global VC/angel investor space. It
provided great opportunities for learning, to

share perspectives and to network. The variety
and depth of the content and the quality of the

speakers were notable. It was very useful to
have the sessions catering for people at

different levels - be they founders or funders.
Kudos to the organisers..

Ivana I. Osagie, Angel Investor
Founder & CEO, PWR Advisory

The event makes for a conducive breeding
ground for new ideas, sharing best practices and
most of all creating a spring-board for new and

diverse investors to engage.

Hema Vallabh
Founding Partner, Five35 Ventures

Powerful to be part of an event where there
was learnings and voices from around the globe.

Furthermore the representation of female
investors/angels was truly impressive. I spoke

on a panel where there was a representative
from almost every continent. Understanding the

impact made by all angel eco systems will
hopefully encourage more individuals to become

early stage investors.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lucy Chow, Investor and Director,
Women's Angel Investor Network in Dubai

(WAIN)
 

Participating as a speaker in Audacious Angels
Summit was an amazing opportunity to talk
about meaningful things, not only technical

business topics and how to achieve more, but
about things that matter and move people

forward, really connecting with the self. I will be
honored to speak there again.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Money Albarrán, Founder, 
Investor and Mentor
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PARTNER CATALYTIC
PARTNER

SUPERCHARGER
PARTNER

GAMECHANGER
PARTNER

Commitment
/Perks

Amplifies
event through

its network

EUR 500 -
1.499

EUR 1.500 -
4.999

EUR 5.000 and
above

Partners Logo Wall Partners Wall Catalytic Wall Supercharger Wall Top visibility

Featured in Social Media
Campaign 

General
5+ mentions

Tailor-made
10+ mentions

Tailor-made &
prominent

20+ mentions

Tailor-made &
prominent

30+ mentions

Dedicated feature of your
organization on the Summit
website (video message or text
to spotlight your work)

Small section
(text, links)

Complete section 
(text, links, video)

Top highlight
section 

(text, links, video)

All-year recognition on website ✓ ✓ ✓

Warm introductions, curated
meetings and networking
opportunities with best-match
Summit participants &
supporters

2-3 warm
introductions

3-5 warm intros
and curated
networking

opportunities

3-7 warm intros,
curated meetings,

networking
opportunities

‘Powered by’ logo on 
all key Summit materials ✓ ✓

Join the Summit Program
Committee & shape the
content

✓ ✓

Shape a specific Session ✓ ✓

Spotlight your organization's
work live during Summit: promo
video or live pitch

✓ ✓

2023 Summit Keynote Address ✓

Cross-promotion of partner's
events + programs year-round ✓

Partnership Opportunities
Audacious Angels Summit 2023

Contact us for bespoke partnership opportunities:  hello@jellycorn.io
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About the Organizer:
Jellycorn

The startup ecosystem lacks diversity. We can fix that. In
the digital age, your location and background shouldn’t
determine how high you can fly. Jellycorn connects
entrepreneurs from all around the world with world-class
mentors, resources and investors. Anytime, anywhere.
We’re on fire to build the most diverse community of
entrepreneurs on the planet. 

Learn more: www.jellycorn.io
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Thank you! 
www.jellycorn.io


